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Abstract 

We conducted an experiment with translation students to assess the influence of two different post-

editing (PE) strategies (reading the source segment or the target segment first) on three aspects: PE 

time, ratio of corrected errors and number of optional modifications per word. Our results showed that 

the strategy that is adopted has no influence on the PE time or ratio of corrected errors. However, it 

does have an influence on the number of optional modifications per word. Two other thought-

provoking observations emerged from this study: first, the ratio of corrected errors showed that, on 

average, students correct only half of the MT errors, which underlines the need for PE practice. 

Second, the time logs of the experiment showed that when students are not forced to read the source 

segment first, they tend to neglect the source segment and almost do monolingual PE. This experiment 

provides new insight relevant to PE teaching as well as the designing of PE environments. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

The importance of post-editing (PE) in the translation industry no longer needs to be 

demonstrated, as a quick survey of the growing number of PE training options for professional 

translators is enough to understand the value of this skill. In academia, machine translation 

(MT) and PE competences are also largely integrated in curricula under the European 

Master’s in Translation (EMT) Competence Framework (EMT Expert Group [2017]). The 

content and methods of some PE training sessions and classes are described in academic 

papers (see for example Koponen [2015] and Doherty and Kenny [2014]), where standards 

such as TAUS guidelines (TAUS and CNGL [2010]) or ISO norm on PE (ISO 18587 [2017]) 

are often mentioned. However, very few authors give advice on the procedure to be followed 

when post-editing, i.e. should post-editors read the source or the target first, and does it make 

any difference? In a survey conducted by Ginovart Cid [2021] among PE teachers, half of the 

respondents confirmed that they do not touch on this issue or give clear-cut advice to their 

students. A third of the participants recommend reading the source text first, while a fifth 

recommend starting with the target text. As far as we know, there are no studies that compare 

the benefits of one strategy or the other. The study presented here aims to provide some 

preliminary insight into the question. 

The paper is structured as follows: we start by laying out our motivations and the goals of our 

study before introducing our experiment and detailing our methodology and results. Finally, 

we present our conclusions and some prospects for further research. 
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II MOTIVATIONS AND GOALS 

While the source segment (eventually alongside with a translation memory suggestion) 

constitutes the primary source of information for translators, post-editors, in contrast, have the 

choice to primarily orient their attention toward the source or the MT suggestion (or target 

text, TT), as underlined by Krings [2001].. Nitzke [2019] showed that post-editors do not all 

adopt the same strategy, however several studies indicate that the majority of post-editors tend 

to look at the target first (Carl et al. [2011], Mesa-Lao [2014], Belam [2003]). Furthermore, 

numerous studies on cognitive processes during translation and/or PE indicate that less 

attention is paid to the source text (fewer fixations, shorter gaze time) in PE compared to 

human translation (HT) (Carl et al. [2011], Bangalore et al. [2015], Nitzke [2019], Mesa-Lao 

[2014], Daems et al. [2017]). Carl et al. [2011], Čulo et al. [2014], Carl and Schaeffer [2017] 

have all formulated the hypothesis that this predominance of the MT suggestion/TT might 

have an influence on the final product through priming or directing effects. Indeed, post-

edited texts tend to be more literal, include a high number of typical ST constructions and 

formal equivalences, and also tend to be closer to the source text than HT (Depraetere [2010], 

Čulo et al. [2014], Martikainen and Kübler [2016]). Furthermore, studies have shown that 

post-edited texts include more unidiomatic or ungrammatical constructions, especially when 

post-editors are students (Daems et al. [2017]; Schumacher [2019]). Student translators tend 

to be more tolerant towards MT output and are often liable to accept sub-optimal translations 

(Schumacher [2019], Depraetere [2010], Carl and Schaeffer [2017], Casas [2020]). Finally, a 

study conducted on bilingual revision (an activity comparable to PE in the sense that the 

reviser, like the post-editor, has the choice of primarily orienting his/her attention toward the 

source or target, but attention also seems to be mainly focused on the target text during 

revision) by Ciobanu et al. [2019] showed that revisers produce better quality revisions 

(especially in terms of correcting accuracy errors) when they listen to the source segment (via 

speech synthesis) while revising. 

Considering the results of the above-mentioned studies, the question of the role of reading 

order in PE and the potential consequences of a mainly target-oriented PE strategy appears to 

be worth investigating. We therefore decided to compare PE by students in two different 

conditions: when they start by reading the source segment (source condition) and when they 

begin with the target segment (target condition). In doing so, we aimed to observe whether or 

not adopting a strategy closer to the HT process would influence the amount of corrections 

made to the MT suggestion and the total PE time. Additionally, we surveyed students after the 

experiment to gauge their satisfaction with regard to one strategy or the other. 

III EXPERIMENT 

3.1 Methodology 

3.1.1 Variables 

The experiment we designed aimed to measure the influence of the PE strategy (reading the 

source or target segment first) on three variables: 

- Total PE time per source word 

- Ratio of corrected errors (i.e. number of errors post-edited by participants out of the total 

number of MT errors in the raw output) 

- Number of so-called “optional modifications” per word (i.e. the number of PE actions 

performed by students on elements that were not indicated as MT errors). 
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Our hypotheses are that the ratio of corrected errors and the number of optional modifications 

per word will be higher in source condition as the students will possibly be less primed by the 

MT output. 

3.1.2 Text 

We performed our experiment on a news article in English on a general topic from Times 

Magazine, which consisted of around 540 source words. The text was translated into French 

and Italian using DeepL in February 2020 and raw MT output for each language was 

annotated by a translation professor from the Faculty. Professors annotated MT errors (i.e. 

errors that students should correct in a PE task) using their usual correction system for HT. 52 

errors were identified in the French translation and 42 in the Italian. 

3.1.3 Participants 

We recruited 20 Master translation students from the University of Geneva to take part in our 

experiment. 12 of them were native French speakers and the other 8 were Italian native 

speakers, and all had English in their language combination. Before the experiment, they 

completed a questionnaire on their experience in PE. It revealed that they all had little to no 

practical experience, however they had some theoretical knowledge, as they all had taken at 

least one course in the Faculty that included content on MT and PE. Students were not paid 

for their participation but they received a voucher as compensation. 

3.1.4 Design 

The experiment was conducted on the tailor-made PE platform COPECO 

(https://copeco.unige.ch Mutal et al. [2020]). The platform allows two kinds of PE tasks to be 

created: a “source condition” task, where the source segment is displayed by default and the 

user has to click on a button to display the MT suggestion, and a “target condition” task, where 

the MT suggestion is displayed by default and the source segment has to be manually 

displayed. The platform records the time the user spends on the segment displayed by default 

before clicking on the button to display its counterpart (so-called “default reading time”). 

Figures 1 and 2 provide a view of the platform in source and target condition, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 1: View of the “source condition” 

 

Figure 2: View of the “target condition” 

Before the experiment, participants were assigned a test task to familiarize themselves with 

the platform. For each language pair, the text was split into two parts (A and B) and the 

participants were divided into two groups (1 and 2). The experiment was set up as a cross-
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over design in which group 1 does the PE of part A in source condition and part B in target 

condition, while group 2 post-edits part A in target condition and part B in source condition. 

During the experiment, participants had access to all online resources of their choice, with the 

exception of MT engines. We recorded the screens of participants during all the tasks in order 

to be able to observe participant behaviour during the experiment. 

3.1.5 Instructions to the participants 

Participants were given instructions to perform the two PE tasks with the aim of producing a 

high-quality translation (or one of publishable quality). They were not given precise 

information on the goal of the experiment and did not receive any instructions on the reading 

strategy to adopt (reading source or target first). With this design, our aim was to prompt 

students to adopt one strategy or the other, rather than providing them with a specific 

guideline that might influence their PE behaviour. Participants were also asked to fill out a 

questionnaire after the task in order for us to collect their impressions and comments. 

3.2 Analysis 

Because of the small number of participants, results for both languages were analysed 

together. We collected the different kinds of data recorded by the platform, as well as the 

screen recordings. The latter were used to verify whether or not participants responded as 

expected to the incentive of reading the source or target segment first. Only three participants 

out of 20 did not behave as expected in source condition and one in target condition. They 

clicked directly on the display button without spending any time reading the segment 

displayed by default. We performed our statistical analysis to both include and exclude these 

participants, but as it did not change the overall tendency of our results, and as we only have a 

small number of participants, we ultimately decided to include them. We manually counted 

the number of annotated errors that were post-edited and the number of optional modifications 

for each text part and each participant. Annotated errors and optional modifications were 

counted following the principle of single logical edits as described in Blain et al. [2011]. This 

means that one correction/modification can involve several mechanical actions (insertion, 

deletion, substitution, etc.) that are interdependent. Figure 3 shows an example of a single 

logical edit. 

 

 

Figure 3: Example of an optional modification. Here, three mechanical actions (a word shift and two 

additions) were counted as one logical edit, as adding the word longue implies adding a comma and 

the adverb pourtant in order to build a correct sentence. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Main variables 

Table 1 presents the results obtained for each variable. The association between the total PE 

time per word and reading condition was investigated using the U-Mann-Whitney test (as 

normal distribution is not achieved). The total PE time per word was lower in the target 

condition, but this difference is not statistically significant (difference=-0.173s; Z=-1.722; 
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p=0.087). The associations between the ratio of corrected errors and the reading condition, 

and the number of optional modifications per words and the condition, were investigated 

using a linear regression model with mixed-effects. A random effect was set on the intercept 

to account for participant variability. The ratio of corrected errors was not significantly higher 

in the source condition (difference=+1.2%; 95% CI; -4.7-7.3; p=0.675), but the number of 

optional modifications was significantly higher in the source condition (difference=+0.009; 

95% CI; 0.0013-0.016; p=0.021). It is interesting to note that the ratio of corrected errors is 

relatively low, as the participants corrected on average 50% of the MT errors annotated by the 

professors. This is in line with the results of previous studies, which show that students tend to 

be tolerant toward MT output. 

It is important to mention that statistical analyses revealed an influence of the text part (A or B) 

on the ratio of corrected errors and the number of optional modifications. Participants made on 

average more corrections (difference=+7.6%; 95% CI; 1.5-13.7%; p=0.014) and more optional 

modifications (difference=+1.7%; 95% CI; 1.05-2.53%; p=0.014) to the second part (B) of the 

text. Thanks to the cross-over design, this aspect had a limited effect on our results. 

 

 
 Source condition Target condition 

Total PE time/word 6.596 6.423 

Ratio of corrected errors 0.505 0.500 

Optional modif./words 0.051 *0.043 

 
Table 1: Average total time per word, ratio of corrected errors and additional modification per word for 

each condition. * indicates that scores are significantly different at p<0.05 

3.3.2 Other variables 

Alongside our three variables, we made an interesting observation on the “default reading 

time” (i.e. the time participants spend on the side that is displayed by default before clicking 

to display the other part of the segment). In the source condition (i.e. when the source is 

displayed by default), the average default reading time by segment is 4.2s, which corresponds 

to an average reading speed of 240 to 300 words per minute (comparable to standard English 

reading speed according to Brysbaert [2019]), while in the target condition (i.e. when the 

target is displayed by default), the average default reading time is 57.8s which is far more than 

what is needed to read the MT output. The screen recordings revealed that most participants 

start doing research or begin post-editing the MT output before displaying the source. Some 

participants even postedit the whole segment and only look at the source when they are done. 

This observation confirms what other studies (see introduction) have shown, which is that the 

source text tends to be neglected in PE and attention is mainly oriented toward the MT 

suggestion/target text. 

3.3.3 Questionnaire 

In the post-task questionnaire, participants were asked which task they preferred. The answers 

were almost perfectly equally distributed, with 10 students indicating a preference for source 

condition, 9 for target condition and 1 indicating “none of them”. Finally, we asked them if 

they thought the condition had influenced their PE behaviour. 11 replied “yes”, 7 said “no” 

and 2 “I don’t know”. It was interesting to note that a majority of them was conscious that the 

condition could influence their PE approach. 
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IV CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 

Our experiment has shown that the ratio of corrected errors was not significantly influenced 

by the order in which the source and target are displayed, which contradicts our first 

hypothesis. However, our results tend to confirm our second hypothesis, as the number of 

optional modifications was slightly higher in the source condition. These results might give 

rise to the assumption that the more attention students give to the source text, the more likely 

they are to deviate from the raw MT output. As for the time spent on the PE tasks, no 

significant difference was found between the two conditions. 

This experiment also produced other interesting results. First, the fact that students spotted just 

half of the MT mistakes is in line with the results of other studies and emphasises the 

importance of MT and PE teaching in the translation curriculum. Second, it showed that the 

display design has a great influence on the post-editor’s behaviour: when presented with the 

MT suggestion first, participants tend to omit the source segment and consult it only after 

having done a great part of, if not all, the PE. This aspect, even if its implications still need to 

be further investigated, cannot be ignored when giving PE guidelines to students, preparing 

specific PE exercises, as well as choosing, setting up and/or designing PE environments. Our 

results further support the idea already formulated by Moorkens and O’Brien [2017] that post-

editors, who generally work with classical HT interfaces (CAT-tools), would benefit from 

environments optimized for the specific nature of PE tasks. Those environments could 

improve PE efficiency by offering, for instance, text-to-speech synthesis of the source text (as 

investigated by Ciobanu [2021]), or different positioning options for the source text and MT 

suggestions. 

Even if our study provided valuable insight into the PE processes of students, we acknowledge 

that our experiment has some limitations, including the small number of participants and the 

fact that MT errors were only annotated by one annotator per language. 
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